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 Create Stunning, Realistic Portraits With Little Effort Us-
ing A Simple Proven System That Can Be Replicated Over 

and Over

At this point in your artistic career I know you have probably accumu-
lated and learned a lot of different techniques, methods and different 
styles for creating great portraits or just art in general (I know I have). 
Whether you are just starting out or an experienced artist, having a sys-
tem that you follow to create your work will dramatically increase your 
creative output and the shear volume of work you are able to create. 
That in turn will lead to more satisfaction, commission work, allow you 
to enter more contests and even get your work published. 

Having a solid system you use to create will allow you to focus on build-
ing your skills faster as well as have more developed and completed 
works. Since you are not worried about HOW it will be created you can 
focus on WHAT will be created. Once in place you can then send any 
ideas thru the system and output great work. The key to any system is 
of course to have a solid foundation of habits or steps that everything 
builds from which I will go into more detail later on. If the system is not 
consistent or is all over the place your work will reflect that. It is the sys-
tem that will help you create stunning images time after time.

What Do I Know?

I have used and developed this system or some form of it to create in-
credibly realistic and hyper realistic pieces that have won me scholar-
ships, gotten my work hung up in art galleries and published in books 
distributed around the world.(see image)

I won a three thousand dollar scholarship to be used at the collage of 
my choice from just one art piece I created in high school for Black His-

tory month using only a 
skeleton of the system I now 
use! 

The system has also helped 
me create artwork that has 
been published and featured 
in respected art books and 
magazines including 
“Strokes of Genius 3: The 
Best of Drawing” from North-
light Books, “Art Buzz 2011 
Collection” and “The Artist’s 
Magazine”. 

I don’t say all of this to im-
press you, but to impress 
upon you the value of hav-
ing a process in place to 
help you achieve your goals.

The work I have created has been so realistic it was used as a transi-
tion piece to the photography section in art galleries! This was the case 
in the Brunner Gallery for the “2008 Art Melt” in Baton Rouge, La. 

I Know Your Pain

When most people see my work they are always amazed at the unbe-
lievable realism that I am able to achieve. Even fellow artists are a little 
envious. The problem is that most people see all the detail and auto-
matically assume only someone with tremendous skill or technique can 
achieve this or that amount of detail is just too time consuming. They 
sadly shut down. They think that they could never be that skilled at 
drawing or it would take years before they could ever achieve some-
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thing similar. A lot of times they have no idea where to even start! 
Some just get overwhelmed and cower to just putting the pencil to the 
paper. Some are pretty well off and can re-create photos or other im-
ages well but have a hard time coming up with their own images. Even 
still some sketch down their ideas but never go beyond that to create a 
well-polished, finished piece that can get entered into contests or even 
sold. 

A lot of new artists spend time on YouTube watching videos and other 
art sites and spend hundreds of dollars on instructional books looking 
for a specific system or tidbit that will get them to the next level with 
their work. I have done the same and while it is helpful you never really 
get a cohesive system or process for creating a piece from start to fin-
ish. Now obviously one size doesn’t always fit all and before you start 
going down the path of “yeah sure” let me explain. When you were 
shown how to ride a bike the first time did it come naturally? Probably 
not. Once you began to see how it works and got used to the feel of 
riding did you think about it any more or did you just get on and have 
fun? Even if it was a different bike you still knew the basics of how to 
attack it and be successful. Sure maybe you were big enough to reach 
the peddles on some but it helped to give you some idea of what you 
could accomplish once you were more developed, in this case physi-
cally. The main point is the process for “riding” is always the same. If 
you can take some of the techniques that I give you and adapt them as 
needed you will be on your way to that bigger bike much quicker.

Others Have. Why Can’t You?

I have used and found my system is crucial to almost every piece of 
work that I am either struggling with or just beginning. It has helped me 

gain recognition in books, galleries and popular magazines. Almost 
every time I find myself struggling on a piece it is because I failed to 
follow the system. Once I do the image almost creates itself on the 
page.

Famous artists thru ought history and modern day, from Leonardo Da 
Vinci to Chuck Close, have used a combination of all of these methods 
to create amazing work. They are world famous and have their work 
and even sketches hanging in museums. How amazing would it be to 
have your preparation work hanging in a gallery some day?

My Long Road To the Top

I, like most artists, began drawing at very young age. I started drawing 
Looney Toons characters, movie and video game covers and pretty 
much anything I could get my hands on. If you are old enough to have 
VHS tapes you will know about the generic blank boxes you could get 
to put them. I would draw the movie covers in Crayola on them, my 
most notable one being “Last Action Hero”. One of the greatest and 
worst movies ever! 

 Also much like many young artists I practiced drawing more than I can 
ever remember but even with all of that practice my drawings were still 
lacking. At the age of 7 it was hard to find books about art that didn’t 
seem prehistoric or only containing reference images of paintings I had 
no clue about. The Internet was almost non-existent and the library I 
had access to wasn’t very up to date with art instruction books and oh 
yeah I was 7. I honestly barely knew what to look for in the art section 
anyhow. I figured I would look at all of the artists and finally by magic 
learn how to draw or paint like them. This as you know was and still is 
not the case. 
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There weren’t many books that I found to have helpful instruction and 
there was no one really to teach me. It took me about 3 years or so be-
fore I really grasped the concept of adding value to my drawings to in-
crease their visual appeal. I honestly just had no clue as to how to im-
prove my work. To give you some per-
spective, I can remember taping 4 
sheets of printer paper together into one 
large sheet to draw on. I had no clue 
about other paper sizes or quality! I still 
have the drawing. It was of the video 
game cover for “Earthworm Jim.” If you 
don’t know who that is it might be the 
best game character ever conceptual-
ized! 

Parents and teachers were encouraging 
and praised my efforts but never were 
able to really give constructive instruc-
tion or feedback on how to improve my 
drawings. For years my skill level and 
drawings pretty much stayed stagnant, 
increasing marginally thru the years all 
the way until High School.

It was there I really found a community 
of artists that had real skills and talents. 
We could bounce ideas off of each other 
and collaborate. My art teacher always 
had us entering contest for “Art and 
April”, “Black History Month” and even things like V.I.C.A., which were 
for advertising! It was this time where my art skills took massive leaps. 

I learned about drawing tools that I had never knew existed like blend-
ing stumps, kneaded erasers and yes even more pencils besides a #2! 

Needless to say I was not “in the know” about how to use most of 
these tools. It was almost like a renaissance 
in my art once the blending stumps came 
into play! I still had limited access to art 
books but my talents were growing with the 
introduction of each new technique I learned 
from fellow artists. Little by little I learned 
from my peers and also gained experience 
with creating compositions, meeting deadline 
and working quickly from entering all of the 
assigned competitions. 

One day while I was working on a piece for 
the Black History month competition I noticed 
one of my fellow artists was working on his 
piece featuring Bob Marley. It was stunning. 
The tone and shading that he achieved was 
remarkable. It still boggles my mind even to-
day. He really had a keen eye for layout and 
placement. He started all of his compositions 
with an Ebony pencil, which if you know any-
thing about them they are impossible to 
erase once put down. I later asked him how 
he achieved it and his answer blew me 
away! 

This new information thus began me down another path of exploration 
and journey in the evolution of my art. It was 3-4 years after graduating 
high school that I finally reached another plateau and was in search for 
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another level up. One artist I was fascinated with and still love to this 
day is contemporary artist Chuck Close. His hyper realistic detailed por-
traits were astounding and massive in size! After studying his system 
in depth I combined them with my own techniques I had learned over 
the many years of struggling and finally had mastered the how to of cre-
ating a realistic portrait. It was quite a journey to get to where I was. If 
someone would have just told me or even introduced me to these tips 
early on who knows where my art would be.

My Time to Shine

After over a decade of learning what I could from books in the local li-
brary to actually being surrounded by top notch artists in my high 
school and working countlessly on pieces and studying other artists 
who were creating what I was trying to figure out how to do, it finally all 
came together. 

I had taken all of my knowledge and experience and poured it into a 
piece for a contest that I was sure I had no chance of winning but did it 
anyway. The piece was over 30x40 inches in size and featured a huge 
grinning face of my girlfriend at the time. I worked on it for over 50+ 
hours and finally had it completed. I was stunned with every milestone 
I had reached within it. It looked amazing. I couldn’t believe my own 
eyes. This time, the praise and feedback was welcomed. The construc-
tive feedback was good too but I knew I had finally cracked the code 
and could create any portrait I wanted in super realistic style whenever 
I wanted. I proudly entered that piece into the competitions and after 
many years of disappointment and coming in runner up, 3rd place or 
honorable mention I had finally won top prizes. 

Sure I still received honorable mentions in some of them but I had that 
image published in books and magazines across the country. I had fi-
nally arrived! I had finally proven to my self that I could do it. It is now 
the infamous “Big Alex” piece that is featured on my website, books 
and online portfolios. That 50+hour system used to create “Big Alex” 
now has been distilled into the 3 core essentials that I now follow for all 
of my realistic pieces.

Why You Will Fail Before You Start

Even though there are so many artists out there creating and working 
hard to get to that next level they still won’t have the success they are 
looking for because they still believe in a lot of myths and tales that 
hold them back creating bigger struggles than the actual tasks or pro-
jects they re working on. With my successes there were certainly some 
rough patches and stale times leading up to them in which I also be-
lieved my work was as good as it would ever get. 
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You are probably reading this thinking “Well yeah, you can create awe-
some stuff now because of all of the time and people you have had the 
privilege to work with.” A few years ago I would have been right there 
with you but the key concepts and steps and that I have learned could 
have been applied with any level of “real skill” that I had acquired thru 
ought my years. I wouldn’t call it skill or talent as much as knowing 
how to use the specific tools and concepts that no one person was 
able to show me. All of the ideas and myths that you have about creat-
ing realistic artwork or any work for that matter are simply not true. 

Sitting in the library I was always floored by the amount of detail I saw 
in books and images in magazines and figured there must be some-
thing super talented about the person creating those images. They had 
to know something I didn’t.  I am here to tell you that is simply not true. 

Talent and genius only comes from practice. 

 As for them knowing something you don’t, it was true. They had a sys-
tem for creating their work. A specific method or system will help re-
move 90% of your fear of even putting that pencil to the paper. 

I thought that in order to create those amazing images I needed spe-
cial tools or pencils that cost large amounts of money. I have found 
that is simply not the case either. You can get a simple starter pack of 
pencils and erasers from any hobby store or even online these days 
and create stunning works of art. Sure there are different brands that 
perform differently but in the end a pencil is a pencil is a pencil. (I really 
don’t like that type of analogy but its true.)

I would cower with overly complex images and patterns never thinking 
they would ever be something that I would be able to develop beyond 
a quick sketch. I am living proof and have witnessed that there are 

ways to not only create amazing portrait compositions and intricate 
work at will but that it is actually quite fun once you learn how to start 
them. (insert “Water World” dry land myth quote here)

I know you are probably saying that yeah even if I can create these 
awesome pieces I still can never come up with original ideas. Original 
ideas first off are a dime a dozen. It is how they are implemented and 
carried out that makes all the difference. Once I came up with a way, 
mostly thru midnight impulses of jumping out of bed and writing 
chicken scratch, to capture down my ideas I have never gone scram-
bling for an original idea or image again. Thru the Internet and other 
techniques I have developed a solid system for capturing and gather-
ing my ideas that is now my go to for great original content. Once you 
have a system down you will never want for an idea again.

The 3 Step System

So what is this miracle system you ask? Like most things in life it truly 
is pretty straightforward. Most of the time the hardest things that we 
struggle with are the simplest. We just over-think or have never had 
anyone tell us what direction to go in. Once I reveal the system you will 
most likely find that you already do some of the things but it is the or-
der and consistency at which you keep up with them that will lead to an 
easier life creating and getting those images onto paper for you. 

For some it may be a revelation that you have been waiting for and I 
hope that it can pull the wool back a little further as it did for me once I 
finally figured this all out. For others it may be just a confirmation that 
you are on the right track. In any effect I hope you get something from 
it and it serves you.
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This system will reveal how to:

• Never mess up or stress about getting your proportions right ever 
again.

• Create great original work time and again

• How to shade and blend to create amazing realistic textures and 
depth in your images

1. Perfect Proportions Every Time

Proportions are key in any realistic drawing endeavor. If one thing is off 
it will show. There is however an amazing technique that you can use 
to create perfect proportions every time. The secret to creating perfect 
proportions is a grid. Yes a grid. While it may not be as sexy as say us-
ing a projector it will serve you exponentially more in the long run. I still 
use projectors from time to time when I am working on projects but 
they do not help train your eye as well as using a grid. I know you have 
probably saying, “Oh great, I waited all this time for this.” I am probably 
the least likely person you will meet to naturally follow a system or 
keep things rigid. Trust me I am not a huge fan of math or making 
things any more complicated then they have to be either. My whole 
motto is “Keep it Simple” for crying out loud. The grid system however 
will not only help you develop your skills more effectively it will get the 
proportion correct every time.

When I say grid I am not referring to those funny perspective grids that 
sit on the tabletop that you look thru and if you move your head the en-

tire perspective is ruined. That is a Dürer Grid. After studying Chuck 
Closes’ work extensively I learned the extreme benefits of systems. His 
entire work was based on the process of creating images systemati-
cally. Although he is an amazingly talented artist, it is the process that 
creates his work. He is completely obsessed with it and it produces re-
sults. 

He designs grids for every image he creates and by doing so can pro-
duce amazingly realistic images even from fingerprints or handmade 
paper!  You can design the grid however you like as well. You are not 
locked into square 1x1 inch squares. You can create conical or really 
any design you can transfer. This also helps with the creativity and 
originality of your pieces. More on that later.

It is the grid system that removes the entire struggle away from propor-
tions. 

This does require some preparation in order to get set up but I would 
rather spend the time upfront ensuring that I have everything in the 
right place instead of realizing it half way in and not be able to correct 
it. A little math is necessary but it is simple 3rd grade math I think most 
can handle, OK maybe 6th grade if you jump into fractions. 

Once I studied and implemented the grid system my worrying of propor-
tions and transferring any images correctly subsided and shifted to de-
veloping and honing my other skills like filling in the drawing with shad-
ing and tone. Artists for hundreds of years before Chuck Close have 
used the grid method with the most notable probably being Leonardo 
Da Vinci. It is also inexpensive and helps to improve your skills of ob-
servation more so than using a projector. 

The best way to create the grid is to get some transparency paper or 
clear acetate, which you can buy in a roll at any hobby store. This will 
be used to draw your grid over the source image so that you do not 
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ruin it. It will also allow you to edit the grid however you like without 
worry of messing up the source picture. 

You will need to make sure that the grid from the source image is trans-
ferred with the same ratio as the source grid or you will end up with an 
image that is out of proportion. You can enlarge to any size you like by 
multiplying the ratio of the source grid but make sure that it is the same 
1:1 ratio.  Once you have the grid completed and transferred to your 
drawing surface you are ready to begin drawing the major shapes and 
outline. The proportions are now reduced to small boxes instead of 
spread out over the entire image. If you can get the lines mostly cor-
rect within the smaller spaces then the greater image will come to-
gether piece by piece. It greatly reduces the room for error by reducing 
the amount of space you are covering at any given time. 

If you are still on the fence maybe the charts below will help.
2.Creating Original Creative Work

Now that you know the proportions will be dead on every time that 
frees your brain to think of more creative images to produce. This 
doesn’t mean however that your brain will just flood you with amazing 
original ideas. This is but another piece of the system. Coming up with 
creative original ideas is tough these days especially when you see so 
much great art everywhere. Some times there are those ideas that 
strike you and you just have to get them down and amaze you with the 
results. This however happens how often? 

Right, So the key to coming up with original ideas is to look at existing 
work and to “plus” them. Every idea or image you see is almost always 
another idea with a different spin or addition on it. It is what you bring 
to it personally that makes it original and unique. This is most obvious 
if you take the example below. 
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BENEFITS DOWNFALLS

Develop your visual 
eye /rendering skills

More time to setup

Free Measuring required

Can be used with any 
image size

Some math

Grid Method

Projector Method

BENEFITS DOWNFALLS

Better at tracing key 
lines

You get batter at 
tracing lines!

Can enlarge quickly
Limited by the source 

image size used

Must be done in the 
dark

Image distortion on 
edges



You are walking down a street and see a great portrait in the window of 
a gallery you are passing by. You take a quick pic of it for your own ref-
erence and think, “that is so cool.” “How the hell did they do that?” Af-
ter sitting and looking over the image a bit you decide you will, if for no 
other reason, try to replicate the image using one of your friends or 
family members and figure out how they created it.(which is one of the 
best ways to learn any technique) 

You find that after testing it out you don’t really like a certain part of the 
method you used for creating the image and you have come up with 
another way which also creates a slightly different aesthetic. 

You have just now created an original piece of work! Your subject will 
not be the same and the aesthetic is different as well. Still don’t believe 
me? 

Think about this. Two of my favorite bands, The White Stripes and the 
Black Keys, have basically the same instruments and both create mu-
sic in the same genre. Even though they are in the same genre, are 
both a two-piece band and are both heavily blues influenced they each 
create their own unique sound and voice simply by adding their own 
personality to their work. One leans more towards country(The White 
Stripes) and the other towards the hiphop side(Black Keys). This is all 
that you need to do in order to be original and creative. No one has 
your perspective or collection of experiences.The best part is that each 
band started off sounding totally different from how they do today! it 
was they;re own experiences over time that help mold their different 
sounds. Use experiences and your personality and interests will make 
all of your work original and unique.

Take some inventory of your surroundings and you will being to see 
what you lean towards. Ask yourself the questions below and write the 
answers down to start getting a better idea of what you can use in your 

pieces to create original work. It helps to list them out item by item to 
help spark any ideas a particular piece might generate.

What types of clothing do you own preppy,hipster,goth,vintage? Do 
you own a dog that always shows excitement? a cat with wild fur that 
may be challenging? What about a song that paints an amazing pic-
ture by itself. Those are ripe for interpretation. I’m thinking Pink Floyd 
all the way on that one.Pick an album. 

As much as “drugs” have been labeled as bad weed and psychedelics 
are pretty amazing rabbits hole openers.  Now before I get letter or 
email condemning me, I’m not not by any means saying to go out and 
eat a bunch of mushrooms and get high to get your work done.  I actu-

ally can not draw or create anything while on any drug. They do how-
ever do bring up ideas for images and pieces to work on and flesh out 
later on when my thinking is clearer.  
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Take Some Inventory

Who is my favorite artist living 
or dead?

What is my favorite genre 
of music?

Do I own any pets? Favorite movies?

What time period do I enjoy 
most in history?

What do I find myself 
drawing often?

What type of clothing  do I 
wear?

What type of books do I 
like?

Do I use any drugs?
What hotspots do I hang 

out often?



3 Things that I use to find inspiration

Keep a Journal

Whether you use music,drugs,other artist or just what is immediately 
around you for inspiration have a place to jot down and write your 
ideas is almost necessary for new ones to flow there way into your 
head. 

I keep a journal and iphone next to my bed ready for note taking at 
night. It often happens that I will get any idea and wake up and right it 
down or i can’t get back to sleep. Do you self favor and your peace of 
mind and write it down. Whether it is a “dumb” idea or pure genius get 
it out of your head. Once you begin doing that you will find that it is 
really a numbers games. For every 50 ideas you write down that are 
“Amazing” you will see that only 4-5 actually have potential at that 
time. I say at that time because you never know when that missing 
piece of your new project 6 months or 6 years from now will be need-
ing that “Amazing” idea you wrote down but wrote off. 

Google /Flicker/Devianart

www.google.com 

www.flickr.com

www.diviantart.com 

Search the internet for images using your favorite image search.  I use 
google when I have specific ideas in mind and then keep a folder 
called reference with images i can refer to later. It is my digital refer-
ence catalog. I often find may other sites that comes up with great im-
ages that do not show up in the image search so never just rely on 

what you see. Click thru to the sites a few times if you find an image 
that could possibly be related to your image you are looking for. You 
may just find a jackpot of gold. The images that you find of course 
should never be straight copied unless for personal use or with permis-
sion from the actual image owner. 

Facebook

www.facebook.com

I often use Facebook to find great portraits to draw or test out a tech-
nique. Profile pictures are the best and often after you create the im-
age if you tag the person you drew they will set it as their profile pic! 
People love art and they love art that they are a part of. I often find the 
most interesting pictures and experiment with them. Just find the wild-
est frined you know and go thru their profile pics. You will most likely 
find something you can play with.  With the advances in technology 
and cameras most people upload high resolution images to Facebook 
without even knowing. You will of course still find those that have the 
tiny pictures that are useless altogether. I will never understand how do 
they even upload them that small!

3. Creating Amazing Texture and Tone

Now that you have your creative original artistic vision and are not wor-
rying about how to get the main outline down correctly on the paper 
you are now wondering how do I fill it in?! It is true that if you are trying 
to create realistic images and have an awesome creative pose trans-
ferred perfectly to your paper and no way to flesh out that outline on 
the paper you are going to struggle. 
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There are a few techniques and tools that can help to get those flesh 
tones and textures down to your paper easier and faster than you 
might think. When I first learned this method, I was set off in another 
direction altogether with my art and studies. The simplest ideas or tips 
can make the biggest changes in our lives. 

The biggest secret I ever learned for creating great skin tone was in 
high school from my friend creating the Bob Marley image for Black 
History month. It was using tissue paper to blend. It was amazing to 
see how smooth and clean the blending was with this technique. Trans-
ferring graphite from either a darker section of the image or from a 
scratch piece of paper with graphite on it will give you just enough to 
spread around and create a nice smooth coverage. I was doing this be-
fore using blending stumps but more along the lines of those children’s’ 
painting books that you just wet colors to paint. I would draw the image 
and then draw the shading and then try to smooth it out or pull the 
graphite with the stumps. This works, but nowhere near as well as the 
tissue method.

What I also learned after using this method a while is that using the tis-
sue and blending in a circular motion will create a slightly irregular tex-
ture with will look even more realistic and natural. You can also use the 
blending stumps and hatching but if you are looking for truly realistic or 
even hyper realistic tones and textures there will be little room for 
them. I often use the harder leads such as H or F to lightly add and 
draw in smaller details. I use them to build subtle values once the initial 
tone has been put down like freckles to stray hairs. The majority of 
your tones will come from creating a base tone using the tissue. You 
can then add in different marks and blending using the stumps to gain 
your own aesthetic. It is as simple as that.

Get Started!

Now that you know the “secret” method and system for creating as-
tounding realistic portraits I want you to really focus on and keep the 
follow three things in mind while working thru the system. They will 
help you succeed and get the most out of system.

You are a unique individual. No one can create your work. It is unique 
because you bring the one element that no one can copy - your own 
experiences and style. It is sometimes hard to see the forest for the 
trees when you are trying to create something unique. You see all of 
these great examples of 
things other people have 
done and it can get over-
whelming. You can be like the 
guy to the right. He will either 
have an amazing story once 
he comes out if his dazed or 
will stay catatonic from sen-
sory overload.

If you start to feel over-
whelmed or discourage just 
keep going. Breathe and then 
keep going. You know the 
best system of how to create 
amazing images and portraits 
now! Don’t worry about what 
everyone else is doing or if it 
is taking a longtime to finish. 
Just follow the system I have 
outlined and your learning curve will go way up as well a your skills. 
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With any skill or techniques that you learn, practice and patience will 
always help. Just be patience and things will progress. I can not tell 
you how many times I have wanted to stop on a piece but finished thru 
and it turned out to be my new favorite piece of work.

Now that we are here this is where you will start the renaissance in 
your own work! The first thing to get you started and off to a good start 
now that you know the mechanics will be to figure out your style.  So 
many artists have artwork that is inconsistent with all of their other 
work or the other pieces they are trying to create in a series.  This is 
your chance to find your creativity. This is where you will define your 
aesthetic. 

Sit down and write out at least 50-100 things that you like, enjoy, or are 
interested in. You can also go the other route as well and write down 
things you can’t stand or hate. Negative ideas have just as much 
power as long as you use them constructively. This exercise will serve 
as an idea generator for you. If you do this you will get a broader 
sense of the things that you like and can begin to incorporate them into 
your work. 

I can assure you if you do this one step and decide to not even create 
a portrait from it you will know your self better and that alone will allow 
you to create better art. Any endeavor or improvement does not come 
with out some work. This will be a fun exercise and will help you define 
yourself and get your ideas out into the world in a more developed 
way. If that doesn’t get you excited about creating new amazing pieces 
then I don’t know what will. As a friend and mentor of mind says “If that 
doesn’t get your fire started your wood’s wet”. Always sounded a little 
dirty to me but it has a good point. 

To give you an example of how to implement this here is my own style. 
I love vintage clothing, accessories and seating. I also love and find dif-
ferent types of lights and lighting fascinating and fun. Almost all of my 

portraits incorporate some form of these elements.I also lover technol-
ogy which is where the cameras and other editing comes in. These de-
fine my pieces and give me my own unique style and aesthetic. They 
let people know my views and interests and associate a specific recog-
nizable look to my pieces. 

Get started right now! Why waste any more time creating portraits that 
you are not satisfied with or that are not YOU? 

Get started and remember to always Keep It Simple.
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